
         THE UGANDA PLAN 

 

I'm an Israeli filmmaker who resides in Kenya and I am putting together a three part 
docu series called the QUEST which deals with what is mistakenly called the 
UGANDA PLAN. 
 
It is an amazing event that almost 120 years ago almost devastated the newly 
established Zionist organization and today is almost forgotten.   
 
 In 1903 Sir Joseph Chamberlain who was the Colonial Secretary at that time had 
offered Herzl a large piece of land in Kenya, in what is called today Uasin Gishu 
county. The idea was to resettle there up to 1 million East European Jews that 
suffered riots and prosecutions. 
 
Almost a year and half later - after Herzl s death - an expedition of 3 men was sent 
by the Zionist Congress to survey the land. It was composed of a Christian, a 
Muslim and a Jew (and it is not a beginning of a joke) - the head of the expedition, 
Major Alfred Hill Gibbons was a Christian, joined by Alfred Kaiser a Swiss 
biologist who converted to Islam and Nachum Wilabush a young Jewish engineer 
who was born in Russia and immigrated to Israel the year before. 
    
The expedition’s budget was limited and they surveyed the area for less than two 
months. Because of tensions and disagreements between the three of them, three 
different reports were presented to the Zionist Congress. Only the very negative 
report which was written by Wilabush was presented to the delegates of the 7th 
Zionist Congress. 
Wilabush’s report said that the land that was offered was not suitable because of 
poor soil, harsh weather conditions and lack of water.  
And so the British proposal was rejected.  
 
This large piece of land which is about half the size of Israel is the bread basket of 
Kenya, with good weather conditions, plenty of water is considered to be one of the 
most fertile land in East Africa. 
 
I am looking for contacts in the UK (professional historians and not professionals as 
well) that can assist me in my own quest. I’m also looking for documents and 
knowledge about Herzl’s visits to England and especially his meetings Sir Joseph 
Chamberlain, with the Rothschilds, and his appearances at the Maccabeans Club in 
London.  
 
Any help will be highly appreciated. 
 
you@brookandlight.com 
Kenya tel +274 79 271 6563 
Israel tel & WhatsApp + 972 52 393 9343 


